
RE WRITE AN EQUATION OF A CIRCLE IN STANDARD FORM

But circle equations are often given in the general format of ax2 + by2 + cx + dy + e = 0, When you are given this
general form of equation and told to find the.

Take the x-term coefficient, multiply it by one-half, square it, and then add this to both sides of the equation,
as shown. This is the complicated step. Group the x-stuff and y-stuff together. This equation is a circle. Square
the radius to finalize the equation. Be careful with the signs; don't just "read off the answer" without thinking.
Did you notice that the formula for the circle with the center at the origin is just a special case of the formula
for a circle at point h,k? If necessary, fiddle with signs and exponents to make your equation match the circle
equation's format. This is the given equation. Rewrite the expressions inside the parentheses as a
single-degreed variable added to the respective coefficient half from Step 3, and add an exponential 2 behind
each parentheses set to convert the equation to the standard form. The square of 2 is 4 and the square of -3 is 9.
This value will always be positive as a result of the squaring process. You have worked with completing the
square in the past. If you need a quick refresher, see the Completing the Square Refresher page. Read off the
answer. Convert the left-hand side to squared form, and simplify the right-hand side. Find the coefficients
attached to the single-degreed x- and y-variables. The center is -4,5 and the radius is. Also, if you get in the
habit of always working the exercises in the same manner, you are more likely to remember the procedure on
tests. Examples: Write the equation of a circle with center at 4,8 and a radius of  A circle's equation can have
either a general or standard form. If you have either the circle's center coordinates and radius length or its
equation in the general form, you have the necessary tools to write the circle's equation in its standard form,
simplifying any later graphing. Find the center of the circle by using the midpoint formula. Write the equation
of a circle whose diameter has endpoints 4,-1 and -6,7. Advertisement Warning: Don't misinterpret the final
equation. In this example, half of 4 is 2, and half of -6 is  Updated April 25, By Chance E. Applying the
Pythagorean Theorem, we have: which is the Center-Radius Form of the equation of a circle. Notice that the
answer for the radius is left in radical form. Do not estimate round an answer unless told to do so, or unless
working in a real world measurement situation. Is this equation even a circle?


